Editions

dbForge Studio 

for Oracle
Find the optimal solution for daily work with Oracle databases
 
based on your actual needs and requirements

Editions

dbForge Studio for Oracle is available in 4 editions.

This guide will help you compare them and pick the one
that suits you best.

FREE!

Express

Standard

A basic set of features


All the essentials to speed up

f ree of charge

your daily work

Professional

Enterprise

Your advanced IDE for
development and

The ultimate IDE that
streamlines virtually all

administration

database tasks

This is the most lightweight edition;

This budget-f riendly edition is built upon

This edition elevates dbForge Studio to a

This is the best development

however, you might find it quite

the idea of gathering all the essentials of

whole new level. It has everything that

environment for Oracle databases. It has

sufficient for your tasks. It includes a

database development and

the Standard Edition has to offer, plus

everything that the Professional edition

basic PL/SQL editor, a data editor,

administration in a single IDE. What you

extends the capabilities for database

has to offer, along with a slew of auxiliary

database diagrams, visual editors for

get is a rich set of tools for SQL

design, comparison, and

features that make it invaluable for

schema objects, import and export of

development, enhanced with smart

synchronization, as well as offers

enterprise use.

Oracle data and schemas, and a few

autocompletion and formatting, visual

advanced data analysis and reporting

you create and maintain comprehensive

handy administration features.

query building and optimization, and

tools, CLI support for task automation,

database documentation, as well as a

more.

and seamless integration with version

tool containing

control systems. All this makes the

realistic test data.

You get a tool that helps

200+ generators of

Professional edition the optimal choice
for Oracle developers, DBAs, and data
analysts alike.

Proceed to the next page for a detailed feature-by-feature comparison

Features
SQL Development

Enterprise

Professional

Standard

Express

PL/SQL editor with syntax highlighting, bookmarks, text search, and query history
PL/SQL debugger
PL/SQL formatter

Limited

Code formatting through the command line
Context-sensitive code completion

Limited

Phrase completion and highlighting of occurrences
Quick information about schema objects and stored routine parameters
Visual Query Builder
Navigation to the object editor from the code, alias and object refactoring
Code snippets and a customizable DDL generation wizard
Query Profiler
Execution warnings
Execution notifications and transaction reminders

Limited

Features
Database Design

Visual editors for schema objects and schema snapshot generation
Database diagrams
Schema comparison and synchronization
Command-line interface for schema comparison, synchronization,
and schema snapshot generation
Database projects
Find object in a database
Object viewer window
Dependencies tree
Find and recompile invalid objects
Integration with version control systems
Generation of database documentation in HTML, PDF,
and Markdown

Enterprise

Professional

Standard

Express

Features
Administration

Security Manager
Session Manager
Event Monitor
Data and Schema Management

Data comparison and synchronization
Command-line interface for data comparison and synchronization
Data Generator with 200+ predefined meaningful data generators
Data import and export
Data import/export through the command line
Schema import and export
Schema import/export through the command line

Enterprise

Professional

Standard

Express

Features
Data Analysis

Pivot tables
Data reports
Automated data report delivery
Master-Detail Browser
Finding data records in a database
Data editor with in-place filtering, grouping, and sorting
General

Restoration of the last opened tabbed document
Connection coloring and document categories
Direct Oracle database connection (without the client)
Multiple database connections in the Database Explorer window

Enterprise

Professional

Standard

Express
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Pricing options

Still unsure which  
one to choose?

Need multiple licenses  
for your business?

There is one more step to take:
compare the pricing options and
make the optimal choice

Download a FREE 30-day trial
 
of the Enterprise edition and
check it in action

Get in touch to learn more about  
our special offers and discounts  
for enterprises

See the pricing

Download free trial

Get a personal consultation

devart.com

